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Abstract
LetDbe the trianglewith an attached edge (i.e.D is the “kite”, a graphhavingvertices {a0, a1, a2, a3}
and edges {a0, a1}, {a0, a2}, {a1, a2}, {a0, a3}). Bermond and Schönheim [G-decomposition of Kn,
where G has four vertices or less, Discrete Math. 19 (1977) 113–120] proved that a kite-design of
order n exists if and only if n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 8).
Let (W,C) be a nontrivial kite-design of order n8, and let V ⊂ W with |V | = v <n. A path
design (V ,P) of order v and block size s is embedded into (W,C) if there is an injective mapping
f : P→ C such that B is an induced subgraph of f (B) for every B ∈ P.
For each n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 8), we determine the spectrum of all integers v such that there is a
nontrivial path design of order v and block size 3 embedded into a kite-design of order n.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let Kn be the complete undirected graph on n vertices. Let H = (V (H),E(H)) be a
subgraph of Kn. H is G-decomposable if it is union of edge disjoint subgraphs of Kn, each
isomorphic to a ﬁxed subgraph G of H. Equivalently, H admits a G-decomposition (V ,C),
where V =V (H) is the vertex set of H, and C is the edge-disjoint decomposition of H into
copies ofG. UsuallyC is called the block set of theG-decomposition; anyB ∈ C is a block.
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A G-decomposition of Kn is sometimes called a G-design of order n. A balanced G-
design of order n [11,12] is a G-design of order n such that each vertex belongs to the same
number of copies of G. Not every G-design is balanced. A G-design (W,B) is a subdesign
of (V ,C) ifW ⊆ V andB ⊆ C.
LetD = [a1, a2, a0a3] be the kite, a triangle with an attached edge (i.e. D is the graph
having vertices {a0, a1, a2, a3} and edges {a0, a1}, {a0, a2}, {a1, a2}, {a0, a3}). Bermond and
Schönheim [6] proved that a kite-design of order n exists if and only if n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 8).
The “kite” terminology has been recently adopted [13,14,19,20].
A 4-cycle system of order n is a C4-design of Kn, where C4 is the 4-cycle, i.e. C4 is
the graph having vertices {a0, a1, a2, a3} and edges {a0, a1}, {a1, a2}, {a2, a3}, {a0, a3}. It
is well-known that a 4-cycle system of order n exists if and only if n ≡ 1 (mod 8). The kite
and C4 are the only two graphs having 4 vertices and 4 edges.
A path design P(v, s, 1) [11] is a Ps-design of Kv , where Ps is the simple path with
s − 1 edges, [a1, a2, . . . , as] = {{a1, a2}, {a2, a3}, . . . , {as−1, as}}. A balanced P(v, s, 1)
is denoted by H(v, s, 1). A P(v, 2, 1) (V ,B) exists for every v2; it is always balanced.
Hung and Mendelsohn [12] proved that a H(v, 2h + 1, 1) (h1) exists if and only if
v ≡ 1 (mod 4h), and a H(v, 2h, 1) (h2) exists if and only if v ≡ 1 (mod 2h− 1). Tarsi
[18] proved that the necessary conditions for the existence of a P(v, k, 1) (namely vk if
v > 1 and v(v − 1) ≡ 0 (mod 2(k − 1))), are also sufﬁcient. Refer to [7] for other results
and deﬁnitions omitted here.
LetG1 be a subgraph ofG2, and let V ⊆ W . AG1-design (V ,P) of order v is embedded
into a G2-design (W,C) of order n if there is a injective function f : P→ C such that B
is a subgraph of f (B) for every B ∈ P. The mapping f is the embedding.
The following spectrum problem arises: letG1 be a subgraph ofG2. For each admissible
n, determine the set of all the integers v such that there exists a G1-design of order v
embedded into a G2-design of order n.
Recently, this problem has been studied when G1 = Ps for s ∈ {2, 3}, and G2 is a graph
having four nonisolated vertices. The embedding of a (balanced) path design into a 4-cycle
system is completely solved in [15,16]. Quattrocchi [17] determined the setSH(Ps,D, n),
s ∈ {2, 3}, of all integers vs such that there exists a balanced path design of order v and
block size s embedded into a kite-design of order n.
Theorem 1.1 (Quattrocchi [17]). Let n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 8). Let (n, 4, 3)= (2n−(n))/3,
where (n)=9 if n ≡ 0 (mod 24), (n)=11 if n ≡ 1 (mod 24), (n)=1 if n ≡ 8 (mod 24),
(n)=3 if n ≡ 9 (mod 24), (n)=5 if n ≡ 16 (mod 24), and (n)=7 if n ≡ 17 (mod 24).
Then
1. SH(P2,D, n)= {v | 2v n2 , v integer}.
2. SH(P3,D, n)= {v | 5v(n, 4, 3) and v ≡ 1 (mod 4)}.
The aim of this paper is to determine, for each n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 8) with n8, the
set SP(Ps,D, n) of all integers v for which some nontrivial path design P(v, s, 1) is
embedded into a kite-design of order n.
Since every P(v, 2, 1) is balanced,SP(P2,D, n)=SH(P2,D, n), applying Theorem
1.1. Not every P(v, 3, 1) is balanced, butSH(P3,D, n) ⊆SP(P3,D, n). Suppose that
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(V ,P) is a P(v, 3, 1), embedded into a kite-design (W,C). WheneverV andC are known,
the path setP is uniquely determined.
Example 1.2. Let W = Z4 ∪ {a0, b0, c0, d0}, P = {(1, 0, 3), (2, 1, 3), (3, 2, 0)}, C1 =
{[d0, 2, 13], [b0, 3, 20], [a0, 1, 03]} and C2 = {[c0, 1, b0a0], [b0, d0, 0c0],
[a0, d0, 3c0], [2, a0, c0d0]}.
(W,C1 ∪ C2) is a kite-design of order 8. For each C ∈ C1 there is exactly one path P3
having vertices inZ4. LetP be the set of such paths. Then (Z4,P) is aP(4, 3, 1) embedded
into (W,C1 ∪ C2).
We give somemotivation for studying this embedding problem. Kite systems are of inter-
est in their own right [10,13,14,19,20], and the results here contribute to an understanding
of their structure. Moreover, since there are only two graphs having 4 vertices and 4 edges,
the results complete the solution of the embedding problem of a nontrivial Ps-design into
a G-design, where G is a graph having 4 vertices and 4 edges.
On the more practical side, consider minimizing drop cost of dynamic SONET/WDM
networks. In wavelength division multiplexing for unidirectional rings, trafﬁc grooming is
used to pack low-rate signals into higher rate streams to share a wavelength. The grooming
chosen determines the number of add-drop multiplexers used for the optical-to-electronic
conversion. Assume that the trafﬁc requirement of each node in a ring is given. Consider
the problem of ﬁnding a grooming to minimize the drop cost needed to support this traf-
ﬁc requirement; this is the grooming problem. The solution of the grooming problem is
equivalent to a graph design problem; it has been solved when up to ﬁve signals can be
packed into a stream [1,3–5], and nearly solved for the case of six signals [2]. In each of
these cases, the trafﬁc requirement is characterized by a single static trafﬁc matrix. Often
this is not the best description of the trafﬁc requirements, for example, when trafﬁc changes
throughout the day. A better description may be as a set of trafﬁc matrices. Then we want
to minimize the number of ADMs needed to support any trafﬁc matrix in this set. This is a
dynamic grooming problem. Additional assumptions are made that simplify the problem to
some degree. In [8], a particular situation of networks with periodic trafﬁc is considered:
two-times networks. In that case the related dynamic grooming problem can be expressed
as an optimization problem on a graph decomposition embedding another graph decompo-
sition. In particular the existence of a P3-design of order v, embedded into a kite-design of
order n, realizes a two-times network with parameters (n, v, 4, 2).
2. Some useful lemmas
AG-GDD is a triple (V ,G,B), whereV is a ﬁnite set,G={V1, V2, . . . , Vr}with |Vi |=vi
is a partition of V into groups, andB is the block set of a G-decomposition of the complete
r-partite graph Kv1,v2,...,vr on vertex set V whose independent sets are the groups in G. If
for i = 1, 2, . . . , t , there are hi groups of size i , the G-GDD is of type h11 h22 . . .htt . A
Kk-GDD of type h11 
h2
2 . . .
ht




2 . . .
ht
t .
Let v ≡ 0 (mod 4). A P(v, 3, 1) is good if it embeds a P(w, 3, 1) for each w ≡
0 (mod 4), 4wv−4. A good P3-GDD of type h is a P3-GDD (V ,P), V =⋃i∈Zh Vi ,
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satisfying:
(S1)  ≡ 0 (mod 4);
(S2) for each i ∈ Zh, there is a partition {Ai0, Ai1, . . . , Ai/4−1} of Vi such that
(a) |Aij | = 4, j ∈ Z/4;
(b) for each i1, i2 ∈ Zh, i1 = i2, and j1, j2 ∈ Z/4, the edges of the complete bipartite
graph K4,4 on vertex set Ai1j1 ∪ A
i2
j2
are covered by 8 blocks ofP.
A P3-GDD of type h with groups Vi , i ∈ Zh, and block set P is embedded into a
kite-GDD of type h having groupsWi and block setD if
1. Vi ⊆ Wi for each i ∈ Zh;
2. there is an injective function f : P → D such that B is a subgraph of f (B) for every
B ∈ P.
The proof of the following two lemmas is routine; see the introductory chapter of [9].
Lemma 2.1. Suppose that the following GDDs exist:
1. A k-GDD of type h00 h11 . . .ht−1t−1 .
2. A G-GDD of type i , i ∈ Zt .
3. A G-GDD of type k .
Then there exists a G-GDD of type 0h0+1h1+···+t−1ht−1 .
Lemma 2.2. (Filling in groups) Let  ≡ 0 (mod 16). Suppose that the following designs
exist:
1. A good P(, 3, 1) (V ,P) embedded into a kite-design of order 3/2+ x, x = 0, 1.
2. A good P3-GDD of type k embedded into a kite-GDD of type (3/2)k .
Then there exists a good P(k, 3, 1) embedded into a kite-design of order 3k/2+ x.
Lemma 2.3. For each odd k3, there is a good P3-GDD of type 16k embedded into a
kite-GDD of type 24k .
Proof. Let Vi = {1+ 4i, 2+ 4i, 3+ 4i, 4+ 4i}, Ai = {ai, bi}, andWi = Vi ∪Ai , i ∈ Zk .
Let V =⋃i∈Zk Vi . Since k is odd, there is a 2-frame F of type 1k on point set Zk , having
groups {i} and holey parallel classes Fi .
Let {x, y}, x <y, be a block of Fi . DeﬁneP(i, x, y)= {(1+ 4y, 1+ 4x, 2+ 4y), (1+
4y, 2 + 4x, 2 + 4y), (3+ 4y, 3+ 4x, 4+ 4y), (3+ 4y, 4+ 4x, 4+ 4y), (3+ 4y, 1+
4x, 4+4y), (3+4y, 2+4x, 4+4y), (1+4y, 3+4x, 2+4y), (1+4y, 4+4x, 2+4y)}
and B(i, x, y) = {[ai, 1 + 4y, 1 + 4x2 + 4y], [ai, 2 + 4y, 2 + 4x1 + 4y], [ai, 3 +
4y, 3+4x4+4y], [ai, 4+4y, 4+4x3+4y], [bi, 3+4y, 1+4x4+4y], [bi, 4+
4y, 2+ 4x3+ 4y], [bi, 1+ 4y, 3+ 4x2+ 4y], [bi, 2+ 4y, 4+ 4x1+ 4y]}.
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Let P=⋃i∈Zk {
⋃




{x,y}∈Fi B(i, x, y) ∪ {[a2+, a,
b+b] |= 1, 2, . . . , (k − 1)/2, = 0, 1, . . . , k − 1}} andW =⋃i∈Zk Wi .
Then (V ,P) is a good P3-GDD of type 4k and groups Vi embedded into the kite-GDD
(W,D) of type 6k and groupsWi .
Give weight 4 to every point ofW. Let &ut be the entry in the cell (u, t) of a latin square
of order 4. For each block [,, 	] ∈ D, construct the blocks [&ut ,u, t	u]. Then
we obtain a good P3-GDD of type 16k embedded into a kite-GDD of type 24k . 
Lemma 2.4. There exists a kite-GDD of type 44t for t1.
Proof. When t = 1, inﬂate by 2 the kite-GDD of type 24 having groups {i ,i}, i ∈ Z4
and blocks [0, 1, 32], [0,1, 23], [2, 1,02], [3,1,03],
[1, 3,21], [0,2,31].
When t = 2, inﬂate by 4 a kite-design of order 8 as in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
When t = 1 + 2, a kite-GDD of type 43 is obtained by inﬂating by 2 the kite-GDD
of type 23 having groups {i ,i}, i ∈ Z3 and blocks [0,2, 10], [0,1, 21],
[2,1,02]. When t ≡ 1 or 3 (mod 6) and t3, apply Lemma 2.1 to a 3-GDD of
type 4t . When t ≡ 5 (mod 6) and t5, set t = 5+ 6 and apply Lemma 2.1 to a 3-GDD
of type 43+681. 
Lemma 2.5. For each k ≡ 0 (mod 8) and k8, there is a good P3-GDD of type (16)k/2
embedded into a kite-GDD of type (24)k/2 for  ∈ {1, 2}.
Proof. Let F be a 2-frame of type 2k/2 on point set Zk , having groups Hi = {2i, 2i + 1},
i ∈ Zk/2. Let F2i and F2i+1 be the two holey parallel classes corresponding to the holeHi .
LetVx={1+4x, 2+4x, 3+4x, 4+4x}, x ∈ Zk ,Ai={ai, bi, ci, di},Wi=V2i∪V2i+1∪Ai ,
i ∈ Zk/2.
For each {x, y} ∈ F2i ∪ F2i+1 with x <y, deﬁne:
1. P(i, x, y) = {(1 + 4y, 1 + 4x, 2 + 4y), (1 + 4y, 2 + 4x, 2 + 4y), (3 + 4y, 3 + 4x,
4+4y), (3+4y, 4+4x, 4+4y), (3+4y, 1+4x, 4+4y), (3+4y, 2+4x, 4+4y),
(1+ 4y, 3+ 4x, 2+ 4y), (1+ 4y, 4+ 4x, 2+ 4y)}.
2. • If {x, y} ∈ F2i , then B(i, x, y) = {[ai, 1 + 4y, 1 + 4x2 + 4y], [ai, 2 + 4y,
2+4x1+4y], [ai, 3+4y, 3+4x4+4y], [ai, 4+4y, 4+4x3+4y], [bi, 3+4y,
1+4x4+4y], [bi, 4+4y, 2+4x3+4y], [bi, 1+4y, 3+4x2+4y], [bi, 2+4y,
4+ 4x1+ 4y]}.
• If {x, y} ∈ F2i+1, then B(i, x, y) = {[ci, 1 + 4y, 1 + 4x2 + 4y], [ci, 2 + 4y,
2+4x1+4y], [ci, 3+4y, 3+4x4+4y], [ci, 4+4y, 4+4x3+4y], [di, 3+4y,
1+4x4+4y], [di, 4+4y, 2+4x3+4y], [di, 1+4y, 3+4x2+4y], [di, 2+4y,
4+ 4x1+ 4y]}.




of type 4k/2. LetV=⋃i∈Zk/2 (V2i∪




{x,y}∈(F2i∪F2i+1) P (i, x, y)
}
, D2 = ⋃i∈Zk/2{⋃
{x,y}∈(F2i∪F2i+1) B(i, x, y)
}
, andD=D1 ∪D2.
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Then (V ,P) is a good P3-GDD of type 8k/2 with groups V2i ∪V2i+1 embedded into the
kite-GDD (W,D) of type 12k/2 with groups Wi . Inﬂating by 2 for  ∈ {1, 2} completes
the proof. 
3. SP(P3,D, n)
We give a necessary condition.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose that (V ,P) is a P(v, 3, 1) with v ≡ 0 or 1(mod 4) and v4,
embedded into a kite-design (W,C) of order n. Then n> (3v − 1)/2.
Proof. From the inequality |V | · |W\V |2|P|, it follows that n(3v − 1)/2.
If n = (3v − 1)/2, then n ≡ 1 (mod 24) and v ≡ 1 (mod 16). Let (V ,P) be a P(1 +
16k, 3, 1). If it were possible to embed (V ,P) into some kite-design (W,D)
of order 1 + 24k, every path of P must be a subgraph of a block of D and
every vertex of W\V can be attached to at most 8k paths of P. But this is
impossible. 
Lemma 3.2. For n ∈ {24, 48}, {v | 4v 2n3 , v ≡ 0 (mod 4)} ⊆SP(P3,D, n).
Proof. When n = 24, let V0 = {
1, 
2, . . . , 
8} ∪ {1, 2, . . . , 8}, A0 = {a0, b0, c0, d0},

















































8]} and let H0 = {[∞3, 1, 23], [∞4, 3, 14], [∞4, 2, 43],
[∞4, 5, 67], [∞3, 7, 58], [∞3, 6, 87], [a0, 1, 
12], [a0, 2, 
21],
[a0, 3, 










1], [c0, 5, 
16], [c0, 6, 
25], [c0, 7, 










1], [c0, 1, 
52],
[c0, 2, 
61], [c0, 3, 










5], [a0, 5, 
56], [a0, 6, 












[∞1, 5, 16], [∞1, 6, 25], [∞1, 7, 38], [∞1, 8, 47], [∞2, 3, 54],
[∞2, 4, 63], [∞2, 1, 72], [∞2, 2, 81], [b0, c0,∞47], [d0, a0,∞34],
[∞1, d0, c0∞3], [c0,∞2, a0∞4], [a0,∞1, b0d0], [b0,∞2,∞33],
[∞2, d0,∞48]}.
Put C0 =D0 ∪H0. Then (W0,C0) is a kite-design of order 24 which embeds a good
P(16, 3, 1) on vertex set V0.
When n=48, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, letVi={
1, 
2, . . . , 
8}∪{1+8i, 2+8i, 3+8i, 4+8i, 5+
8i, 6 + 8i, 7 + 8i, 8 + 8i}, Ai = {ai, bi, ci, di}, Wi = Vi ∪ Ai ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3,∞4}, and
V =⋃2i=0 Vi . Let us ﬁrst construct a good P(32, 3, 1) (V ,P). For i ∈ {1, 2}, let (Wi,Ci )
be the kite-design of order 24 isomorphic to (W0,C0), based on the point set Wi . Denote
by (Vi,Pi ) the good P(16, 3, 1) embedded into (Wi,Ci ).
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Let F0 = {1, 2}, F1 = {0, 2} and F2 = {0, 1} be the blocks of a 2-GDD of type 13.
Let Fi = {x, y}, x <y. Deﬁne P(i, x, y) = {(1 + 8y, 1 + 8x, 2 + 8y), (1 + 8y,
2 + 8x, 2 + 8y), (3 + 8y, 3 + 8x, 4 + 8y), (3 + 8y, 4 + 8x, 4 + 8y), (5 + 8y, 5 +
8x, 6 + 8y), (5 + 8y, 6 + 8x, 6 + 8y), (7 + 8y, 7 + 8x, 8 + 8y), (7 + 8y, 8 + 8x,
8 + 8y), (3 + 8x, 1 + 8y, 4 + 8x), (3 + 8x, 2 + 8y, 4 + 8x), (1 + 8x, 3 + 8y, 2 +
8x), (1+8x, 4+8y, 2+8x), (7+8x, 5+8y, 8+8x), (7+8x, 6+8y, 8+8x), (5+8x,
7+8y, 6+8x), (5+8x, 8+8y, 6+8x), (5+8y, 1+8x, 6+8y), (5+8y, 2+8x, 6+
8y), (7+ 8y, 3+ 8x, 8+ 8y), (7+ 8y, 4+ 8x, 8+ 8y), (1+ 8y, 5+ 8x, 2+ 8y), (1+
8y, 6+8x, 2+8y), (3+8y, 7+8x, 4+8y), (3+8y, 8+8x, 4+8y), (3+8x, 5+8y,
4+8x), (3+8x, 6+8y, 4+8x), (1+8x, 7+8y, 2+8x), (1+8x, 8+8y, 2+8x), (7+
8x, 1+ 8y, 8+ 8x), (7+ 8x, 2 + 8y, 8+ 8x), (5+ 8x, 3+ 8y, 6+ 8x), (5+ 8x, 4+
8y, 6+ 8x)}.
LetP=(⋃2i=0Pi )∪P(0, 1, 2)∪P(1, 0, 2)∪P(2, 0, 1). Then (V ,P) is the required good
P(32, 3, 1). Nowwe embed (V ,P) into a kite-design (W,C) of order 48. LetW=⋃2i=0Wi .
Step 1: Put in C the blocks of C0 and the blocks of Ci\(Di ∪ {[ai,∞1, bidi],
[bi,∞2,∞33+8i], [∞2, di,∞48+8i]})∪{[ai,∞1, bi∞3], [∞2, bi, di∞4]},
i = 1, 2.
Step2:LetFi={x, y},x <y. DeﬁneB(i, x, y)={[ci, 1+8y, 1+8x2+8y], [ci, 2+8y,
2+8x1+8y], [ci, 3+8y, 3+8x4+8y], [ci, 4+8y, 4+8x3+8y], [ci, 5+8y, 5+
8x6 + 8y], [ci, 6 + 8y, 6 + 8x5 + 8y], [ci, 7 + 8y, 7 + 8x8 + 8y], [ci, 8 + 8y,
8+8x7+8y], [ai, 3+8x, 1+8y4+8x], [ai, 4+8x, 2+8y3+8x], [ai, 1+8x, 3+
8y2+8x], [ai, 2+8x, 4+8y1+8x], [ai, 7+8x, 5+8y8+8x], [ai, 8+8x, 6+
8y7+8x], [ai, 5+8x, 7+8y6+8x], [ai, 6+8x, 8+8y5+8x], [bi, 5+8y, 1+
8x6+ 8y], [bi, 6+ 8y, 2+ 8x5+ 8y], [bi, 7+ 8y, 3+ 8x8+ 8y], [bi, 8+ 8y,
4+8x7+8y], [bi, 1+8y, 5+8x2+8y], [bi, 2+8y, 6+8x1+8y], [bi, 3+8y, 7+
8x4+8y], [bi, 4+8y, 8+8x3+8y], [di, 3+8x, 5+8y4+8x], [di, 4+8x, 6+
8y3+8x], [di, 1+8x, 7+8y2+8x], [di, 2+8x, 8+8y1+8x], [di, 7+8x, 1+
8y8+ 8x], [di, 8+ 8x, 2+ 8y7+ 8x], [di, 5+ 8x, 3+ 8y6+ 8x], [di, 6+ 8x,
4+ 8y5+ 8x]}. Put in C the blocks of B(0, 1, 2) ∪ B(1, 0, 2) ∪ B(2, 0, 1).
Step 3: Put in C the blocks (reducing subscripts modulo 3) [d2+, b1+, ac1+],
[d1+, b2+, aa1+], [b2+, b, c1+c], [d2+, d, c1+a2+] for  ∈ {0, 1, 2}.
The blocks inC cover all the edges ofKW except the following: {3+8i,∞3}, {8+8i,∞4}
for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Step 4: SinceF0={1, 2}, {[a0, 16, 2415], [c0, 19, 1120]} ⊂ C. Replace these blocks
with [∞4, 16, 2415] and [∞3, 19, 1120]. The blocks in C cover all the edges of KW
except the following: {8+ 8i, a0}, {3+ 8i, c0} for i ∈ {1, 2}.
Step 5: Replace the blocks [d2, b1, a0c1], [d1, b2, a0a1], [b1, b2, c0c2],
[d1, d2, c0a1], [d3, b2, a1c2], [b2, b0, c1c0], with [d2, b1, a024], [d1, b2, a016],
[b1, b2, c019], [d1, d2, c011], [d3, b2, a1a0], [b2, b0, c1a0].
Step 6: Put in C the block [a1, c2, c0c1]. 
Lemma 3.3. Forn ∈ {25, 49}, {v | 4v2(n−1)/3, v ≡ 0 (mod 4)} ⊆SP(P3,D, n).
Proof. When n= 25, let V0 = {
1, 
2, . . . , 

























































H0 = {[a0, 1, 
12], [a0, 2, 
21], [a0, 3, 










1], [c0, 5, 
16], [c0, 6, 
25],
[c0, 7, 










1], [c0, 1, 
52], [c0, 2, 
61], [c0, 3, 










5], [a0, 5, 
56],
[a0, 6, 
65], [a0, 7, 










5], [∞1, 5, 16], [∞3, 6, 25], [∞3, 7, 38],
[∞1, 8, 47], [∞2, 3, 54], [∞4, 4, 63], [∞2, 1, 72], [∞2, 2, 81],
[∞5, 1, 23], [∞4, 3, 14], [∞5, 3, 42], [∞5, 5, 67], [∞3, 8, 57],
[∞4, 7, 86], [a0, b0,∞57], [a0, c0,∞16], [a0, d0,∞24], [b0, c0,∞34],
[b0, d0,∞45], [c0, d0,∞58], [c0,∞4,∞26], [d0,∞1,∞31],
[a0,∞4,∞3∞2], [2,∞4,∞13], [b0,∞2,∞17]}. Put C0 = D0 ∪ H0. Then
(W0,C0) is a kite-design of order 25 which embeds a good P(v, 3, 1) on vertex set V0.
When n= 49, for i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, put Vi = {
1, 
2, . . . , 
8} ∪ {1+ 8i, 2+ 8i, . . . , 8+ 8i},
Ai = {ai, bi, ci, di}, andWi = Vi ∪ Ai ∪ {∞1,∞2,∞3,∞4,∞5}. Let V =⋃2i=0 Vi . For
each i ∈ {0, 1, 2}, let (Wi,Ci ) be the kite-design of order 25, isomorphic to the kite-design
(W0,C0) constructed in the case n = 25, based on point set Wi . Denote by (Vi,Pi ) the
P(16, 3, 1) embedded into (Wi,Ci ). Let P(0, 1, 2), P(1, 0, 2) and P(2, 0, 1) be the path
sets deﬁned as in Lemma 3.2. LetP= (⋃2i=0Pi ) ∪P(0, 1, 2) ∪P(1, 0, 2) ∪P(2, 0, 1).
Then (V ,P) is a good P(32, 3, 1).
Now we embed (V ,P) into a kite-design (W,C) of order 49. LetW =⋃2i=0Wi .
Step 1: Put in C the blocks of C0\{[d0,∞1,∞31], [a0,∞4,∞3∞2],
[2,∞4,∞13]}, and for i ∈ {1, 2}, the blocks of Ci\{Di ∪ {[di,∞1,∞31 + 8i],
[ai,∞4,∞3∞2], [2+8i,∞4,∞13+8i], [bi,∞2,∞17+8i], [ci,∞4,∞26+
8i]}}.
Step 2: LetFi={x, y}, x <y. For i ∈ {1, 2}, letB(i, x, y)={[ci, 1+8y, 1+8x2+8y],
[ci, 2 + 8y, 2 + 8x1 + 8y], [ci, 3 + 8y, 3 + 8x4 + 8y], [ci, 4 + 8y, 4 + 8x3 +
8y], [ci, 5+8y, 5+8x6+8y], [ci, 6+8y, 6+8x5+8y], [ci, 7+8y, 7+8x8+8y],
[ci, 8 + 8y, 8 + 8x7 + 8y], [bi, 3 + 8x, 1 + 8y4 + 8x], [bi, 4 + 8x, 2 + 8y3 +
8x], [bi, 1 + 8x, 3 + 8y2 + 8x], [bi, 2 + 8x, 4 + 8y1 + 8x], [bi, 7 + 8x, 5 +
8y8+ 8x], [bi, 8+ 8x, 6+ 8y7+ 8x], [bi, 5+ 8x, 7+ 8y6+ 8x], [bi, 6+ 8x,
8+ 8y5+ 8x], [ai, 5+ 8y, 1+ 8x6+ 8y], [ai, 6+ 8y, 2+ 8x5+ 8y], [ai, 7+
8y, 3+8x8+8y], [ai, 8+8y, 4+8x7+8y], [ai, 1+8y, 5+8x2+8y], [ai, 2+
8y, 6 + 8x1 + 8y], [ai, 3 + 8y, 7 + 8x4 + 8y], [ai, 4 + 8y, 8 + 8x3 + 8y],
[di, 3 + 8x, 5 + 8y4 + 8x], [di, 4 + 8x, 6 + 8y3 + 8x], [di, 1 + 8x, 7 + 8y2 +
8x], [di, 2+8x, 8+8y1+8x], [di, 7+8x, 1+8y8+8x], [di, 8+8x, 2+8y7+
8x], [di, 5+ 8x, 3+ 8y6+ 8x], [di, 6+ 8x, 4+ 8y5+ 8x]}.
LetB(0, 1, 2)={[a0, 17, 918], [a0, 18, 1017], [a0, 19, 1120], [a0, 20, 1219],
[a0, 21, 1322], [a0, 22, 1421], [a0, 23, 1524], [a0, 24, 1623],
[b0, 11, 1712], [b0, 12, 1811], [b0, 9, 1910], [b0, 10, 209], [b0, 15, 2116],
[b0, 16, 2215], [b0, 13, 2314], [b0, 14, 2413], [c0, 21, 922], [c0, 22, 1021],
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[c0, 23, 1124], [c0, 24, 1223], [c0, 17, 1318], [c0, 18, 1417], [c0, 19, 1520],
[c0, 20, 1619], [d0, 11, 2112], [d0, 12, 2211], [d0, 9, 2310], [d0, 10, 249],
[d0, 15, 1716], [d0, 16, 1815], [d0, 13, 1914], [d0, 14, 2013]}.
Put in C the blocks of B(0, 1, 2) ∪ B(1, 0, 2) ∪ B(2, 0, 1).
Step 3: Remove from C the blocks [a1, c1,∞114], [c1, 18, 217], [a0, 18, 1017],
[a0, 19, 1120], [a0, 23, 1524], and form the following [∞4, 18, 217],
[∞1, 18, 1017], [∞1, 19, 1120], [∞1, 23, 1524], [∞1,∞4,∞3∞2].
The blocks of C cover all the edges of KW except the edges of the bipartite graphs
KAi,Aj , i, j ∈ {0, 1, 2}, i = j , and the following: {∞1, a1}, {∞1, 14}, {∞1, d2}, {a1, c1},
{∞1, d0}, {∞3, d0}, {∞3, 1}, {a0, 15}, {∞1, b1}, {∞2, b1}, {a0, 23}, {∞1, b2}, {∞2, b2},
{∞2, 14}, {∞2, c1}, {∞4, c1},{∞2, 22}, {∞2, c2}, {∞4, c2}, {∞1, 3}, {∞1, 2}, {c1, 2},
{∞3, a0}, {∞4, a0}, {∞1, d1}, {∞3, d1}, {∞3, 9}, {a0, 11}, {a0, 10}, {∞4, 10}, {∞3, a1},
{∞4, a1}, {∞1, c1}, {∞3, d2}, {∞3, 17},{a0, 18}, {a0, 19}, {c1, 18}, {∞3, a2}, {∞4, a2}.
Step 4: Form the blocks: [a1, d2,∞114], [∞4, 10, a015], [c1, 18, a023],
[b1, a2, a011], [b0, d1, b2a0], [d1, c2, c0b1], [a1, c0, b2d0], [b0, d2, b1d0],
[d1, d2, a019], [c0, d2, c12], [d0, d1,∞13], [d0, d2,∞39], [∞4, a1, c2a0],
[b1, c2,∞214], [b2, c1,∞222], [b1, b2,∞12], [a0, a1,∞31], [a2, d1,∞317],
[∞4, c1, a2b0], [a1, d0, a2c0], [c1, d0, c2b0],[a1, b0, c1∞1]. 
Theorem 3.4. Let n ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 24). Put (n, 4, 3)= (2n−(n))/3, where (n)=0 if
n ≡ 0 (mod 24), (n)=2 if n ≡ 1 (mod 24). ThenSP(P3,D, n)={v | 4v(n, 4, 3)
and v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 4)}.
Proof. From Theorem 3.1, it follows that v ∈ SP(P3,D, n) implies v(2n − (n))/3.
The sufﬁciency for v ≡ 1 (mod 4) follows from Theorem 1.1. Then it is sufﬁcient to
prove that {v | 4v(n, 4, 3), v ≡ 0 (mod 4)} ⊆SP(P3,D, n). In order to obtain this
inclusion we construct a good P((n, 4, 3), 3, 1) (V ,P) embedded into a kite-design of
order n.
Let either n= 24k or n= 1+ 24k. Let us ﬁrst suppose that k is odd and k1. By Lemma
2.3, construct a good P3-GDD of type 16k with groups Vi , i ∈ Zk , embedded into a kite-
GDD of type 24k with groupsWi . For each i ∈ Zk , produce either a copy of the kite-design
of order 24 based on point setWi given in Lemma 3.2 if n=24k, or a copy of the kite-design
of order 25 on point setWi∪{∞} given in Lemma 3.3 if n=1+24k. Then apply Lemma 2.2.
Now let k be even. If k /≡ 0 (mod 8), then k = 2(1+ 2h), = 1, 2. Let us ﬁrst suppose
that h = 0. If k = 2 then the theorem follows from Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. When k = 4, by
Lemma 2.5 construct a good P3-GDD of type 164 with groups Vi for i ∈ Z4 embedded
into a kite-GDD of type 244 with groupsWi . For each i ∈ Z4, produce either a copy of the
kite-design of order 24 based on point setWi given in Lemma 3.2 if n= 96 or a copy of the
kite-design of order 25 on point set Wi ∪ {∞} given in Lemma 3.3 if n = 97. Then apply
Lemma 2.2.
Let h1. By Lemma 2.3, construct a good P3-GDD of type 161+2h embedded into
a kite-GDD of type 241+2h. Giving every point of the kite-GDD weight 2, we obtain
a good P3-GDD of type (32)1+2h with groups Vi , i ∈ Z1+2h, embedded into a
kite-GDD of type (48)1+2h with groups Wi . For each i ∈ Z1+2h, produce a copy
of the kite-design of order 48 on point set Wi if n = 24k, or a copy of the
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kite-design of order 1 + 48 on point set Wi ∪ {∞} if n = 1 + 24k. Then apply
Lemma 2.2.
Finally consider the case when k ≡ 0 (mod 8) and k8. By Lemma 2.5, construct a
good P3-GDD of type 32k/2 with groups Vi , i ∈ Zk/2, embedded into a kite-GDD of type
48k/2 with groupsWi . For each i ∈ Zk/2, produce either a copy of the kite-design of order
48 on point setWi given in Lemma 3.2 if n= 24k, or a copy of the kite-design of order 49
on point setWi ∪ {∞} given in Lemma 3.3 if n= 1+ 24k. Then apply Lemma 2.2. 
Theorem 3.5. Let n ≡ 8, 9, 16 or 17 (mod 24). Put (n, 4, 3) = (2n − (n))/3, where
(n)=1 ifn ≡ 8 (mod 24),(n)=3 ifn ≡ 9 (mod 24),(n)=5 ifn ≡ 16 (mod 24),(n)=7
ifn ≡ 17 (mod 24).ThenSP(P3,D, n)={v | 4v(n, 4, 3) and v ≡ 0 or 1 (mod 4)}.
Proof. Necessity follows from Theorem 3.1. For v ≡ 1 (mod 4), sufﬁciency follows from
Theorem 1.1. For v ≡ 0 (mod 4) we employ the same proof as for Theorems 6–9 from
[17], taking the following designs as starting cases.
Case n = 8: Take the kite-design of Example 1.2, where we replace c0 and d0 with ∞
and 0, respectively.
Case n= 9: Let V0={1, 2, 3, 4}, A0={a0, b0},W0=V0 ∪A0 ∪ {0,∞1,∞2} and C0=
{[0, 1, 23], [a0, 4, 13], [∞2, 2, 43], [∞1, a0, 2b0], [0, a0, 3∞1],
[0, 4, b03], [a0, b0,∞23], [b0,∞1, 1∞2], [0,∞2,∞14]}. (W0,C0) is a kite-
design of order 9 with an embedded P(4, 3, 1) based on point set V0.
Casen=16: LetV0={1, 2, . . . , 8},A0={a0, b0, c0, d0},W0=V0∪A0∪{0,∞1,∞2,∞3}
and C0 = {[∞1, 1, 23], [∞2, 4, 13], [∞3, 3, 42], [c0, 5, 67], [∞2, 8, 57],
[b0, 7, 86], [d0, 6, 15], [b0, 5, 26], [∞1, 7, 38], [c0, 7, 48], [d0, 4, 53],
[∞2, 3, 64], [∞3, 1, 72], [∞3, 2, 81], [∞1, 4, b0∞2], [8, d0,∞15],
[∞3, 5, a07], [c0, 3, a0∞1], [c0, b0, 10], [4, 0, a01], [b0, 3, 05],
[∞3, b0, 60], [b0, d0, a06], [0, d0, 2c0], [∞2, d0, 70], [0, c0, 8a0],
[∞3, c0, d03], [∞3, 0,∞16], [2, a0,∞20], [c0,∞1,∞2∞3]}.(W0,C0) is a
kite-design of order 16 with an embedded P(8, 3, 1) based on point set V0 and two
embedded P(4, 3, 1)s based on point sets {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8} respectively.
Case n = 17: Let V0 = {1, 2, . . . , 8}, A0 = {a0, b0, c0, d0}, W0 = V0 ∪ A0 ∪
{0,∞1,∞2,∞3,∞4} and C0 = {[∞3, 1, 23], [0, 3, 14], [∞4, 2, 43],
[∞3, 5, 67], [∞1, 7, 58], [∞3, 7, 86], [b0, 6, 15], [c0, 5, 26],
[∞2, 7, 38], [d0, 7, 48], [∞2, 4, 53], [∞4, 3, 64], [∞4, 1, 72],
[∞2, 1, 82], [d0, c0, 1∞1], [b0, 2,∞26], [d0,∞3, 3a0], [4,∞3, a01],
[d0, 5, b0∞3], [d0, a0, 60], [a0,∞1, 8∞4], [c0, 6,∞13], [∞1, 4, b08],
[∞1, 2, d0∞4], [c0, b0,∞45], [7, a0, c08], [0, 2, a0b0], [0, 4, c03],
[0, 7, b03], [d0, 8, 05], [∞2,∞4, a05], [0,∞3,∞4∞1], [0,∞2,∞1∞3],
[c0,∞3,∞2d0]}.(W0,C0) is a kite-design of order 17with an embeddedP(8, 3, 1) based
on point set V0 and two embedded P(4, 3, 1) based on point sets {1, 2, 3, 4} and {5, 6, 7, 8},
respectively. 
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